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A SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE HYBRID CODING/DECODING SCHEME 

By B. G. DORSCH 

Summary: A simple hybrid coding/decoding scheme for the Gaussian channel 
is described resulting in a reasonable gain of performance compared with 
the corresponding single stage E~de, The undeteded bit error probability 
is estimated to be less than 10 and the probability of detected errors 
(deleted data) less than 1% at a signal-to-noise-ratio Eb/N of 2,3 db. 
The deletion rate decreases by an order of magnitude for ea8h additional 
,15 db of signal energy. 

Introduction,-Hybrid coding/decoding schemes seem to be the most pro
missing way of coding for future deep space probes in order to transmit 
more data with a given power and reliability. "Hybrid decoding" is a term 
used for a more sophisticated way of concatenated decoding. A concatena
tion of codes is a coding of coded data, as indicated for two coding/de
coding stages in fig, 1: 
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coder 

inner 
coder 

channel 

Fig. 1: Concatenated coding/decoding 
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The redundancy added in the inner coder is used by the inner decoder for 
error correction. In straightforward concatenated decoding the redundancy 
of the inner code is dropped after the inner decoder and therefore does 
not interfere with the outer coding/decoding. In hybrid decoding the re
dundancy of the inner code is not dropped but used in the outer decoder 
too, sometimes even with a feedback from the outer to the inner decoder. 
All known constructive coding/decoding schemes, which are "asymptotically 
good", i.e. which have an error probability converging to zero for 
codelength going to infinity and finite coderate, are of a concatenated 
type, [1] , L2] , [31 , [4] • The coding/decoding scheme described in 
this paper is an example, how the performance of codes can be improved 
remarkably by relatively simple games of concatenation and hybrid de
coding, 

Inner code,-As inner code a binary BCH-code with an overall parity is used 
of code length N1 = 64 with K1 = 36 information bits, M1 = N1 - K1 = 28 
check digits and minimum Hamming distance D1 = 12, It has a coderate 
R1 = K1/N1 of about one half, what is near optimum under some restric-
tions for the decoding algorithm, [5] , [6]. Coding is carried out in 
the well known wa;y by a binary feedback shi~ register of length M1 = 
28, [7} • 

Inner decoding.-The decoding algorithm used by the inner decoder is des
cirbed in (8] • It is based on the linear structure of a binary code and 
an analog rather than binary distance measurement, as described in the 
following. 

Let x. = (xi 1,,,,Xi N ) be a binary codeword with x. = 0 or 1 as elements 
of th~ GaloiJfield Gtd). The digits x· n are transmit~ed b.v "antin_ odal" 

. l' . physical symbols Si,n, which we define in a no:;:-mal1zed form as si,n = 
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+1 resp. -1 for Xi,n m O resp. 1. It should not cause confusion, when we 
call Bi= (si 1 , ••• , si Ni) also a codeword, The form xi is more con
venient to discribe the'linear structure of a code . The form Si is more 
appropriate for the analog distance measurement. The received sequence 
is y =(y1, ••• , YNl), where y is a Gaussian random variable with mean 
value sin and variance (5

2 =nN /(2,Es), N0 is the one-sided spectral 
density bf white Gaussian noise~ Es is the energy transmitted for each 
symbol. It is readily shown, that the maximum likelihood decision of 
the decoder is that codeword Sj for which the correlation with y 
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we see, that the correlation is maximum for that codeword Xj, for which 

NI 

(3)~e. ·IYJ•Y. L J ,n n J is minimum. 
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Yj is a measure of the distance between the received sequenc y and a 
codeword Xj used in the decoding algorithm. 

The decoding algorithm for the inner code can not be described in detail 
h:r:• It gener~tes a sequence.of.codewor~s Xj whic~ have ~ith great proba
bility small distances Yj• This is done in a relatively simple way by 
making use of the linear structure of the code in connection with the 
received sequence y. A decoding decision is made~ when a codeword is 
found, whose distance is smaller than a fixed threshold or if the number 
of generated codewords reaches a given limit, Then of course the codeword 
which out of the generated ones has the smallest distance is the decoding 
decision. In order to get the decoding performance close to maximum likeli
hood the average number of generated codewords can be kept reasonable 
for the code used here. The performance curves bit error probability 
Pb and word error probability Pw vrs. signal-to-noise ratio ~/N0 of the 
inner code are shown in fig.2, Eb= Es/R1 is the transmitted energy per 
information bit with an inner code of rate R1 but no outer coding. 
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Fig. 2: Bit error probability Pl) and word error probability 
Pw of the inner code vrs. signal-to-noise· ratio Eb/N

0 
in db. 

Outer code.-A square matri of N2 • N2 codewords of the inner code is 
a codeword of the outer code, labeled as block, where the last word in 
each row and last word in each colwnn is a parity check of the other words 
in the row resp. column. 
Let ai j = (ai j 1, ••• , ai j N1), with ai,j,n = 0 or 1 as elements of 
GF(2),'be the ;ord in the i!t~ row and the J-th column of a block. Then 
the ~ity words ai, N2 reps. aN2 , j ~ defined by 

(4) 2_ ea .... (0, ••• ,O) resp. 2._ta .. •(O, .•• ,O) 
j•I i,J i•I i,J 

where 'i' means the mod-2-sum or addition in GF(2). The outer code has 
2•N2-1 check words and therefore the code rate 

Outer decoding.-Let a:f. j = ai j e ei j be a decoded word coming out 
of the inner decoder with an e:r~r patt~rn ei,j = (ei,j,1, ••• ~ ei,j,N 1), 
ei,j,n = o_or 1, and qi, r9w resp. qj, col the syndrom of the 1-th 
row resp. J-th column, defined as 

N2 N2 
(6) q. I!~ ea! . • ~ ee. . resp. 

1 , row L 1 , J L 1, J 
j•I j•I 

N2 

qj,col!! Ieai,j 
i•I 

, see eq. (4). 

Outer decoding is based on these syndroms qi row and qj col and 
the channel output values Yi j n which correJpond to th~ position of digit 
a'i,j,n• Outer decoding is doJe'in three stages a) b) c). 

a) Most of the errors made by the inner decoder are corrected in stage a), 
where a correction of those rows and columns, which have only a single 
wrong word, is carried out. 

Assume only one word in the i-th row to be wrong, for example ai,j
1

• For 



a correction we have to know the error pattern ei j1 and its position 
j 1, According eq, (6) we get the error pattern ei 'j1 by the syndrom qi row 
= ei j 1 if all other words in the row are correct. With great reliability 
we cbi decide, wether only a single word is wrong in a row and find its 
position j 1 by the following procedure. 

Let correl (a{.j
1

) be the correlation of a{,j with Yi,j• defined as 
N {+I 0 

( ' ) -S:::-- s' y w1· th s '. . = for a! . = correl a. · •L · · · · · I 1,J n•I 1,J ,n 1,J ,n 1,J ,n - 1,J ,n 

If qi,row *. (0, ... ,o) calcula~e correl. (~{,j)- correl (a{,j t qi,row> 
= zi,j for J = 1, ••• , N2 and find the nu.nimum zi,j•. 

If Zi j*is smaller than a fixed threshold z 1, we assume that only a single 
word ~as wrong in the i-th row and j• is its position j 1• a{ j~ then 
is corrected by~ j~= ai .~+ qi.rpw• The correction is taken Into account 
in the coresponding row a.da colfunqsyndrom by setting qi row= (0, ••. ,0) 
and qj, col= qj, colt ~i, row: If zi,j.,.d: z 1 it i~ as~umed, that more 
than one word was wrong in the i-th row. No cor~ection is made. 

The procedure is based on the following reason. The inner decoder is suppo
sed to perform close to maximum likelihood with a modest error probability. 
Therefore at position j 1 of an error the correlation of the wrong decoding 
decision a{ J.1 is expected not to be much greater than the correlation 

t I . of the correct codeword ai ji = ai ji + q. and therefore Zi j is 
expected to be small, The probabil!ty den§ft~w function p (Z . ~ J Z) 

f d b • • f • . O ie.H can be oun y simulations o the inner decoder with a Monte arlo method. 
p0 (Z) is a rapidely decreasing function of Z for all signal-to-noise 
ratios of interest. At all other positions j, where a'i j = a i j is 
correctly decoded by the inner decoder, zi j = correl (ai ·) - correl 
(~ j t qi row) has a probability density PD (Zi . = Z), ~tich is Gaussian. 
It ~as meaJ value Zi j = ~D, where Dis the numbetJof 1-s in qi row and 
variance 2•D• e-2, ' G''-being the variance of the symbols Yi /n• The number 
Dis ~ D1 = 12, the minimum Hamming distance of the inner code: because 
decoding errors ei,j of inner decoder are codewords and therefore qi,row 
and qj,col are codewords, 

If there are two errors in a row, for example at the positions j1 and 
j2, then qi row= ei J.1 t e. . and a! . tlq. •(a .. tie .. ) ti (e .. ti , • i,J2 1,J1 1,row 1,J1 1,J1 1,J1 
e .. )•a .. ti e .. and therefore Z .. •correl(a! . )-correl(a .. tie .. ) 

1,J.2 1,J., 1,J.2 1,J1 1,J1 1,J1 1,J.2. 
is even expected to be greater than Zi j = correl (ai .) - correl 
( ai ,jt ei ,j2 ) of a correct word ai ,/ ,J 

Threshold z1 has to be optimized. If z 1 is decreased,the probability 
of no correction of a single wrong word in a row increases. If z, is 
increased, the probability of a wrong correction having more than than one 
wrong word in a row increases. A theoretical approach for the opti~ization 
of z 1 is described in appendix B, 

The described correcting procedure is carried through for all rows, which 
have qi row ¥= ( 0, , , , , 0) , then for all columns having qi col =I- ( 0, , , • , 0 ) , 
then fo; the rows again, etc. until either in the rows of columns no 
correction can be done anymore. This has the effect, that erroneous words 
are corrected even if there are two or more wrong words in the corres
ponding row and/or column, like in the following example, A solid point 



'-+-' means a wrong word in the cross point of the i-th row and the j-th 
column of the N2 N2 matrix, '-t-' means a corrected word, 

output of 
inner decoder 

first row 
correction 

first column 
correction 

; 

~ 

second 
row corr. 

all words 
corrected 

Errors, which are not corrected this way are mainly 4 or 6 errors on 
corner points of a rectangle as shown below~ We call them errors of 
type 4 resp. type 6. 

errors of type 4 errors of type 6 

Errors of type 4 resp. 6 are detected and located by the number and 
location of row - resp column - syndroms, which don't become zero in 
the described decoding stage a). They are corrected in decoding stage 
b) and C), 

b) Correction of errors of type 4 and 6: Errors of type 4 are detected 
and located, when two row-syndroms qi,~ow, qi2 , row a~d two column-syn
droms qj

1
, col• qj

2
, col don't become zero after decoding stage a). For 

the ~known error patterns ei 1 ,j 1, ei,,j
2

, ei2 ,j 1, ei
2
,j

2 
we have 4 check 

equations 
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These equations by definition of the synchroms, eq. (6), hold for each 
digit qi, row, n resp, qj, col, n of qi, row resp qj, col, n = 1,2, ••• ,N 1 

(9) e. . e e. . 
11,Jl,n ll,J2,n 

e. . e e. . 
12,Jl,n 12,Jz,n 

= q. 
1

1
,row,n 

q. 
1

2
,row,n 

q. l Jz ,co ,n 



One of the four equations is lineary dependet of the other three, Therefore 
two solutions exist for each 4-tuple (ei 1 i· 1 n, ei 1 j 2 n ei2 J· 1 n, 

) 
.. ) ,, ,, .,, . 

ei~,jf, n, For correction i~ stage b we ake t~e o~e, ~hich contributes ~~o\± f 
5
~ve~all .:o.rre.lation :i::ere the co:~rib.utio={n /t for a! . • 0 

k•I lll"'I 1 k'Jm,n 1 k'Jm,n 1 k'Jm,n -I 1 k'Jmn I 

Errors of type 6 are corrected the same way, They are detected and located, 
when two row-syndrome and three column-syndromes or vice versa don't become 
zero in stage a). We have six unknown error patterns and five check equa
tions , four of which are lineary independent. Therefore four solutions 
exist. For correction again we choose the one, which contributes most 
to the overall correlation. 

c) Most of the errors of type 4 resp. 6 are corrected in stage b). The 
probability Pt oft= 0,1,2, ••• digits remaining wrong in a word corrected 
in stage b) is found by decoding simulations with a Monte Carlo method. 
t<D,/2 erroneous digits in a word, i.e. up to tc5 for D1 = 12, can 
be corrected in stage c) by the algebraic inner code due to his minimum 
Hamming distance D1• 

Undetect-,ed errors.-The probability, that any remaining errors after 
the decoding stages a) b) c) are not detected by the corres~gnding row -
resp. columf¥:lyndrons has the order of magnitude of 2-M1 = 2- = 4, ,o-9 
Undeteted errors therefore are no problem for the proposed decoding scheme. 

Detected errors.-Remaining errors ei,j 'I= (o, ... ,O) after the decoding 
stages a) b) c) are detected by% row :f(O, ... ,O) and qJ· col#(O, ••• ,O) , , ' . 
Let Erow resp. Ecol be the number of row - resp. column syndroms, which 
are not zero after decoding stage c). Then the Erow • Ecol words ai j in 
the crossing points of the rows and colums, which have qi row# ( 0,'.,, ,O) 
and qj row¥ (0, ••• ,O), are assumed to be in error and'are deleted, 
UncorrJcted errors are mainly two or more errors of type 4 and/or type 6 
in a block. The deletion rate Pdel caused by these errors is estimated 
in appendix B based on the word error probability Pw,see fig 2, of the 
inner code. 

Eb/N
0

in db 
2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 

Fig. 3: Estimated deletion rate Pdel vrs. ~/No for N2 = 20. 



We get oan estimated deletion rate Pdel of 1% at a signal-to-noise 
ratio Eb/N

0
~2.3 db . Pdel decreases by an order of magnitude for each 

additional . 15 db of Eb/N0 • Pdel depends on the size of the outer 
code block and has an optimum for N2,opt = 20, when the word error 
probability Pw of fig.2 for the inner decoder is assumed. For N2< N2 t 
Pdel increases because oof an increased word error probability Pw ,op 
due to a smaller coderate R2, see eq. (5), what yields low energy per 
transmitted word for a given Eb/N0 • For N2>N2 pt Pdel increases 
due to a rapidly increasing number of possible'~ocations of errors 
of type 4 and/or type 6. The dependence of Pdel on N2 is weak. For 
example with Nz • JO only .I db more signal energy is necessary for the 
same Pdel as with N2 opt= 20. A shortening of N2 may be desirable 
in practice in order'to get a reasonable block size. 

For a final result the estimated deletion rate Pdel has to be proven 
by a sufficient amount of data decodin~ simulations with a Monte Carlo 
methode. These results will be available at the time of the conference 
and presented there. 

Conclusion.-The coding/decoding scheme described in this paper is an 
example, how the performance of codes can be improved remarkably by 
relatively simple games of concatenation and hybrid decoding. Realistic 
requirements for data transmission from space are for example an undetected 
bit error probability Pb~ to-5 and a deletion rate Pdel less than 1%. 
With the inner code only, the required signal-to-noise ratio Eb/N0 would 
have to be::::. 4 db, see fig 2. With the proposed scheme Eb/N0 has to be 
only ':!! 2.3 db, see fig. 3. 
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Appendix A: Estimation of the deletion rate Pdel: 

We want to estimate the rate Pdel of deteted data. caused by uncorrected 
but detected errors after stage c). Those errors are mainly due to two or 
more errors of type 4 and/or type 6. 

Let Pw (~/N0 ) be the word error probability of the inner decoder plotted 
in fig. 2 for no outer coding, For an outer code of rate R2<1, see eq. (5), 
the energy per transmitted word is redced by the factor R2 , the word 
error probability P~ with outer coding therefore is Pw' (Eb/N

0
) = 

Pw (R2·~/No) • 

The probability of an error of type 4 at a fixed location in a block is 
p~4. There are (N2)2 possible locations of such errors in a block. The 
probability s 4 of2an error type 4 at any location is 

sl (:2) 
2 

, p~ 
4 

valid for S4 -<< 1 

Actually S4 is smaller than this expression, because more errors of 
Type 4 in a block are counted also and even several times. The expression 
becomes fairly exact. if S4 becomes ~< 1. In the same way we get the 
probability S6 for an error of type 6 as 

s/: 2• (N~) , (N~) • P;6 valid for s
6

.::-<1. 

The probability of k errors of typ_4 together with j errors of tY})e 6 in 
a block is aestimated to be s4k• St , if this expression becomes<<1. 
The number of rows resp. colums af~ected by errors for a given k and j is 
expected to be Erow,k,j = 2•k+3•j .resp. Ecol,k.j = 2•k+2•j or vice vhersa. 
The n1;11llber of words to be del~ted 1~ a block is Erow,k.j"Ecol.k.j, T e 
deletion rate Pdel therefore is estimated to be 

P = N - 2 'E k ·•E · ,S k,sj va11·d for P // 1 del 2 'L...., row, ,J col,k,J 4 · 6 del ""' ' 
k+j,1•2 

where N2 is the number of words in a block, 
2 

Appendix B: Optimization of threshold z 1 

The probability of a wrong decoding in stage a) has to be minimized by 
an optimum threshold z 1• Let Ebe the number of wrong words in a row resp. 
column before decoding, Then 

Pr (wrong decoding) = Pr (E = 1 • no correction) 
+ Pr (E = 1 • wrong correction) 
+ Pr (E >- 1, wrong correction) 
= Pr (E = 1 ) . Pr (no correction/E = 1 ) 
+ Pr (E = 1 ) . Pr (wrong correction/E = 1 ) 
+ Pr (E > 1) . Pr (wrong correction/E > 1) 

Pr (no correction/E = 1) = Pr (zi,j
1 
~ z 1) • Pr (Z· · ~ z1 all j :i j,} 1,J 

oO 

j p
0

(Z) dZ 

zt 



Pr (wrong correction/E = 1) = Pr (Zi j < z1 any j f j 1, z .. ~ z .. ) 
becomes sJall compared with l,J i,J• 

Pr (Wrong correction/ E >1) = Pr (Zi j'<. z1 any j) 
Z1 ' 

N2 J PD (Z) dz 
-PO 

With these expressions we get the minimum of Pr (wrong decoding) for 
d 
uz 1 Pr(wrong decoding)= 0 or 

Pr (E = 1)• Po (z,) ~ Pr (E>1) • N2 • PD (z,). 




